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Innovations in technologies for early detection of diseases like breast cancer, dementia, and 

atrial fibrillation are gaining increasing attention. The media is a key avenue through which 

tests are promoted to asymptomatic individuals, and could have an important role in 

encouraging realistic expectations of benefits and harms of early detection, including 

unnecessary diagnoses.1 Evidence suggests medical media coverage tends to overplay benefits, 

downplay harms and ignore conflicts of interest,2 but there are few data on coverage of early 

detection tests.  

 

METHODS 

 

We performed a cross-sectional study to examine global media coverage of benefits and harms 

of early detection tests for asymptomatic individuals. We also examined conflicts of interest 

among commentators in stories, as well as media disclosure of conflicts. We studied five early 

detection tests: 1. Blood-based liquid biopsy tests for cancer(s); 2. 3D mammography for breast 

cancer; 3. Apple Watch Series 4 electrocardiogram for atrial fibrillation; 4. Blood biomarker 

tests for dementia; and 5. Artificial intelligence technology for dementia. Our published 

protocol3 provides detail regarding selection of these tests. 

 

We searched for all English-language stories from 2016 to 2019 in LexisNexis, ProQuest and 

Google News. We included all non-fictional story types from newspapers, blogs, magazines, 

broadcast and podcast transcripts, wire feeds/services, and webnews if they mentioned/implied 

a test benefit or harm. Pairs of independent reviewers screened stories for inclusion and coded 

stories for coverage of health benefits (e.g. early treatment, saves lives) and/or harms (e.g. false 

positives, overdiagnosis) and inclusion of commentator views with or without disclosure of 

conflicts of interest.  
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RESULTS 

 

We included 1,173 stories: liquid biopsy (n = 124), 3D mammography (n = 579), Apple Watch 

(n = 273), blood biomarker tests (n = 128), artificial intelligence (n = 69).  

 

Overall, 97% [95% CI 96-98%] reported on the benefits. (Figure 1) 37% (95% CI 34-40%]) 

reported any harms, and only 34% (95% CI 31-36%) reported on both benefits and harms. 63% 

(95% CI 60-66%) of stories reported on benefits only, while only 3% (95% CI 2-4%) reported 

on harms only. There was variation between tests in the percentage reporting any harms (from 

14% for artificial intelligence to 58% for Apple Watch and liquid biopsy) and both benefit and 

harm (from 14% for artificial intelligence to 54% for liquid biopsy). Harms were mentioned 

but deemphasized in just over one quarter (27%) of stories.  

 

Overdiagnosis was only mentioned in 13% of stories that mentioned any harms – 5% of stories 

overall. 

 

Overall, 39% of stories quantified a benefit. However, only 14% of these used absolute 

numbers. Overall 29% of stories quantified a harm. Almost half (46%) of these provided 

absolute numbers. 

 

Over half (55% [95% CI 52-57%]) of all stories included the views of commentators with 

conflicts of interest, but these conflicts were only disclosed in 12% (95% CI 10-14%) of these 

stories. (Figure 2) 
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DISCUSSION 

 

In this study, we examined how innovative early detection tests are covered in the media. The 

findings are important because of the potential of such tests to harm healthy people, in contrast 

to tests promoted for investigation of symptoms. Yet coverage emphasised benefits far more 

than harms, and the risk of overdiagnosis received little coverage. Our findings align with other 

medical media coverage studies.2, 4,5 Coding benefits and harms involves subjective judgments, 

although we piloted an explicit coding scheme and had pairs of independent coders to minimise 

bias. We did not examine social media coverage. Higher quality reporting by journalists could 

encourage more healthy scepticism towards health options6 and curb overdiagnosis.1 Strategies 

to improve media reporting so professionals, patients and public receive more balanced 

information about early detection tests are urgently needed. 
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